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Abstract
A credit card is a convenient tool that allows you to buy items now and pay for them later. Banking Sector involves a lot of
transactions for their day to day operation and they have now realized that their main disquietude is how to detect fraud as early
as possible. The credit card has become the most popular mode of payment for both online as well as regular purchase. Credit
card frauds are increasing day by day regardless of various techniques developed for its detection. Fraud detection systems have
become essential for all credit card issuing banks to minimize their losses. The most commonly used fraud detection methods are
Artificial Immune System (AIS), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Neural Network, Genetic Algorithms, Decision Tree and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). These techniques can be used alone or in collaboration using ensemble or meta-learning
techniques to build classifiers. The main objective of this paper is to review methodology of different detection methods based
on credit card in terms of Parameter like Speed of detection, Accuracy and cost the comparison of mentioned approaches based
on survey. This paper presents a survey of various techniques used in credit card fraud detection and prevention.
Keywords: Credit Card, Credit Card Fraud, Fraud Detection Techniques, Fraud Prevention Techniques
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
I.

INTRODUCTION

A credit card is an instrument which provides instantaneous credit facilities to its holder to avail a variety of goods and services
at the merchant outlet. It is made of plastic and hence popularly called as “plastic money”.
Parties to a Credit Card:
There are three parties to credit card
 The issuer
 The cardholder
 The member establishments[16]
While performing online transaction using a credit card issued by bank, the transaction may be either online purchase or
transfer. The online purchase can be done using the credit or debit card issued by the bank or the card based purchase can be
categorized into two types Physical Card and Virtual Card.
Physical Card Based Purchase
The card holder contains a card and in order to purchase a good or make any transaction the card holder should carry the card.
Virtual Card Based Purchase
The card holder need not carry the card; just a few details about the card are enough to carry out the transactions. It is generally
done in online shopping. Only some important information about a card (card number, expiration date, secure code) is required
to make the payment.
Credit card work flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.1 Cardholder provides credit card information to merchant for
purchase. Merchant sends credit card information to payment processor for payment authorization. Credit card organization
clearing and settlement merchant acquirer and issuer bank.
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Fig. 1.1: Credit card work flow [21]

II. CYBERCRIME
Cybercrime is defined as a crime in which a computer is the object of the crime (hacking, phishing, spamming) or is used as a
tool to commit an offense (child pornography, hate crimes).The first recorded cybercrime took place in 1820. Cybercriminals
may use computer technology to access personal information, business trade secrets, or use the internet for exploitive or
malicious purposes. Criminals can also use computers for communication and document or data storage. Criminals who perform
these illegal activities are often referred to as hackers.
Classification of Cybercrime
There are two classes of cybercrimes
Computer Assisted Cybercrimes:
Computer is instrumental in committing the crime. Selling nonexistent, defective, substandard or counterfeit goods, theft of
credit card, bank fraud, fake stock shares, intellectual property offences including unauthorized sharing of the copy righted
content of movies, music, digitized books.
Computer Oriented Cybercrimes:
Computer is the target of the crime.
 Malicious Software: viruses, Trojans (which corrupt server)
 Cyber terrorism
 Hacking
 Child pornography
 Violent and extreme pornography
 Internet inspired homicides and suicides
 Worm: Self-replicating programmes spread autonomously without a carrier.
 Ex- Via mail, scanning remote systems.
 Trojan: installed during downloading some programme as a background activity causing irreparable damage.
Credit card fraud
Credit Card Fraud is a wide-ranging term for theft and fraud committed using or involving a payment card, such as a Credit card
or debit card, as a fraudulent source of funds.
Types of fraudsCredit card fraud has been divided into two types: Offline fraud and On-line fraud.
 Offline fraud is committed by using a stolen physical card at call center or any other place.
 Online-fraud is committed via internet, phone, shopping, web, or in absence of card holder.
Bankruptcy fraud
Theft fraud/ Counterfeit fraud
Application fraud
Behavioral fraud
Figure 1.2 shows types of fraud. Green are counterfeit and 39% fraud . Light green are card not present and 23 % fraud. Blue
are 28% lost/ stolen fraud. Light blue are 6% Intercepted in mail fraud. Sky blue are 2% Fraudulent Application fraud. C-green
are 2% others.
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Fig. 1.2: Types of fraud[22]

Credit Card Fraud Detection Method
Fraud Detection is the process of identifying fraudulent transactions after the payments authorize. In Credit card fraud detection
there are multiple approaches Artificial Immune Systems
 Hidden Markov Model
 Neural Network
 Genetic Algorithm
 Decision Tree
 Support Vector Machine
Credit Card Fraud Prevention
There are many fraud prevention techniques:
The Address Verification Service
AVS is a security technique used to prevent the online credit card fraud. This technique used by the merchant to check if the
customer's billing address is matching with customer's file in the credit card issuer bank. AVS technique takes the first five digits
from the submitted street address and Zip code to be checked and matched with the customer's file in the issuer bank [4].

Fig. 1.3: Address Verification Service [4]

Card Verification Value 2(CVV2)CVV2 is stand for Card Verification Value 2. This value consists of three or four digit number printed on the front or back of the
credit cards. CVV2 is a security feature used to prevent fraud especially when the fraudster obtains the credit card number in the
internet.
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Positive and Negative ListIt is used by the merchants to identify returning customers if they are trusted customers or fraudsters. This list would contain
these customers' information i.e. address, zip code, phone number, email and credit card number. There are two types of lists:
positive list and negative list.
Customer AuthenticationThe customer authentication is a technique used to authenticate the authorized customers who want to make a purchase. Visa
provides customer authentication services and it called "Verified by Visa". Also, MasterCard provides this service with name
"MasterCard Secures Code" [4].
Techniques
Address Verification
Service
(AVS)
Card Verification
Value2(CVV2)
Positive and
Negative list
Customer
Authentication

Table – 1
Advantages and disadvantages of fraud prevention techniques
Advantages
Disadvantages
It is easy, fast and one of the most risk management
techniques the merchant can take.
AVS is ineffective for the soft-product.
Reduce the risk of fraud.
It reduces the Cardholder-not-present fraud.
CVV2 is not useful in the lost or stolen cards.
It prevents the counterfeit cards.
The fraudster can hacked into the online system then
There are no extra costs.
get the CVV2.
The using of lists is very easy.
Negative list is a good for prevent repeat fraud.
This list cannot use prevent identity theft fraud.
Positive list reduce the time which taken to check a valid
The lists need a frequently updating.
order.
The total cost is approximately low.
Only the Visa or Master card customer can use this
The customer authentication technique is an excellent tool
Service. So, the merchant need to use additional fraud
to prevent the fraud.
prevention techniques.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
This section, presents review of the selected literature in Credit card fraud detection.
Neda Sultana Halvaiees [2014] presented an Artificial Immune Systems, and introduce a new model called AIS-based Fraud
Detection Model (AFDM). The immune system can distinguish between self and non-self. In the concept of credit card fraud
detection, self represents all patterns in a finite space that is legitimate and non-self represents all patterns that are not in self.
The AIS consists of artificial lymphocytes (ALCs) that able to classify any pattern as self or non-self by detecting only nonself patterns. Lymphocytes are classified into two main types: B-cells and T-cells, both originated in the bone marrow. Those
lymphocytes that develop within the bone marrow are named B-cells, and 8 those that migrate to and develop within the thymus
(the organ which is located behind the breastbone) are named T-cells. The main developments within AIS have focused on three
main immunological theories: clonal selection, immune networks and negative selection [1].

Fig. 1.4: Lifecycle overview of the AIRS algorithm [1]

Abhinav Srivastava [2008] et al describes the “Credit card fraud detection method by using Hidden Markov Model (HMM)”.
In this method, they model the sequence of operations in credit card transaction processing using a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). An HMM is a double embedded stochastic process with two hierarchy levels. It can be used to model complicated
stochastic processes as compared to a traditional Markov model. A Hidden Markov Model has a finite set of states governed by a
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set of transition probabilities. HMM uses cardholder’s spending behavior to detect fraud. In Implementation, three behavior of
cardholder are taken into consideration.
1) Low spending behavior
2) Medium spending behavior
3) High spending behavior
Different cardholders has their different spending behavior (low, medium, high).Low spending behavior of any cardholder
means cardholder spend low amount (L), medium spending behavior of any cardholder means cardholder spend medium amount
(M), high spending behavior of any cardholder means cardholder spend high amount (H). These profiles are observation
symbols. The mechanism requires at least 10 transactions to determine accurately the transaction as fraud or not.
Algorithm Steps:
Training Phase: Cluster creation
1) STEP 1: To identify the profile of cardholder from their purchasing
2) STEP 2: The probability calculation depends on the amount of time that has elapsed since entry into the current state.
3) STEP 3: To construct the training sequence for training model.
Detection Phase: Fraud detection
1) STEP 1: To Generate the observation symbol.
2) STEP 2: To form new sequence by adding in existing sequences.
3) STEP 3: To calculate the probability difference and test the result with training phase [2].
Adrian Banarescu [2015] describes the “Detecting and Preventing Fraud with Data Analytics”. Fraud involves inclusively
significant financial risks which may threaten profitability, and the image of an economic entity. An overview, the technology
can be implemented to improve fraud prevention and detection, inside of a public or private economic entity. In Economic and
financial crisis, 2008 with the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in the USA, unlike previous crises, has had a very rapid nationally
and internationally spread, It established its systemic nature in 2009. Anti-fraud activities, based on software and hardware
solutions, are recommended to be carried out and coordinated by a group of specialists, with different experience, in order to
cover various fields of activity. The processes of data analysis as a tool for preventing and detecting fraud can be used
successfully in any field, mainly in those of the database and the data are or may be easily converted into electronic format.
 Create a special entity for this purpose.
 Creating a recovery system [3].
Aman Srivastava [2016] describes the credit card fraud detection at Merchant Side using Neural Networks. Fraud detection
using neural network is totally based on the human brain working principal. Neural network technology has made a computer
capable of think. As human brain learn through past experience and use its knowledge or experience in making the decision in
daily life problem the same technique is applied with the credit card fraud detection technology. The neural network is used in
the system to analyze the data about the card holder along with the purchase details and Transaction location to predict the
genuine transactions. Neural network approach is automatic credit card fraud detection system and type of artificial intelligence
programming which is based on variety of methods including machine learning approach, supervised and data mining for
reasoning under uncertainty. The advantage of neural network is that it learns and does not need to be reprogrammed [6].

Fig. 3: Layer of Neural Network in Credit Card [6]
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Ekrem Duman [2011] proposed a Detecting credit card fraud by Genetic algorithm and scatter search. Genetic algorithms,
inspired from natural evolution were first introduced by Holland (1975). Genetic Algorithm is an optimization technique that
attempts to replicate natural evolution processes. Genetic algorithms are inspired from natural evolution. GA has been used in
credit card fraud detection for minimizing the wrongly classified number of transactions. The fraud in Credit card both the
physical security of credit card and privacy of credit card number should be maintained. Genetic algorithm has been applied in
many areas, many financial organizations are seeking efficient framework. The operators of Genetic Algorithm are:
 Selection – It is the survival of the fittest and the preference is always given to better outcomes.
 Mutation – It is based on trying random combinations and evaluating the result (success or failure) of the outcome.
 Crossover- It is done by combining portions of good outcomes in the hope of creating an even better outcome.
In this techniques fraud detected and fraud transactions are generated with the given sample data set.
Processes are four steps STEP 1: Input group of data credit card transactions, every transaction record with n attributes, and standardize the data.
 STEP 2: Calculate the critical values, C_Freq, C_Loc, C_OD, C_BB, and C_Ds.
 STEP 3: Generation find the critical values.
 STEP 4: Discover fraud transactions using this algorithm.
Dr R.Dhanapal [2012] describes a Credit card fraud detection using decision tree for tracing Email and Ip. Decision trees are
statistical data mining technique that express independent attributes and a dependent attributes logically AND in a tree shaped
structure. Decision Tree have become one of the most powerful and popular approaches in knowledge discovery. Decision Tree
algorithm is a data mining induction Techniques that recursively partitions a data set of records using depth-first greedy approach
(Hunts et al, 1966) or breadth-first approach (Shafer et al, 1996) until all the data items belongs to a special class. A decision tree
structure is made of root, leaf and internal nodes. The tree Structure is used in classifying unknown data records. The tree leaves
are made up of the class labels which the data items have been group [11].
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have developed from Statistical Learning Theory. It has been widely applied to fields such
as handwriting digit, character and text recognition, and more recently to satellite image classification. The basic idea of SVM
classification algorithm is to construct a hyper plane as the decision plane which making the distance between the positive and
negative mode maximum. The strength of SVMs comes from two main properties: - kernel representation and margin
optimization. A kernel function represents the dot product of projections of the two data instance in a high dimensional feature
space. SVM can have better prediction performance than BPN (Back propagation network) in predicting the future data. But in
large data BPN has a good performance. SVM methods require large training dataset sizes in order to achieve maximum
prediction accuracy [12].
Techniques
Artificial Immune
System (AIS)
Hidden Markov Model
(HMM)

Table – 2
Advantages and disadvantages of fraud detection method
Advantages
Disadvantages
Self-Organization/easy in integration with other
Need high training time in NSA
systems/fault tolerance
Fast in detection

Low accuracy/not scalable to large size data sets

Neural Network

High accuracy/ Portability/ high speed in
detection

High expense/ Sensitivity to data format.

Genetic Algorithm

Inexpensive/fast in detection

Decision Tree

High flexibility/easy to Implement

Support Vector
Machines (SVM)

SVMs can be robust, even when the training
sample has some bias.

Requires extensive tool knowledge to set up and operate and
difficult to understand.
Requirements to check each condition one by one. In fraud
detection condition is transaction.
Expensive/Poor in process large dataset

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, present a comparative study of six fraud detection methods based on credit card (Artificial Immune System,
Hidden Markov Model, Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm, Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine). The main objective of
this paper is to review methodology of different detection methods based on credit card. In terms of Parameter like Speed of
detection, Accuracy and cost the comparison of mentioned approaches based on survey.
Table – 3
Comparison of different fraud detection methods
Methods Speed of detection Accuracy
Cost
AIS
Very fast
Good
Inexpensive
HMM
Fast
Low
High expensive
NN
Fast
Medium
Expensive
GA
Good
Medium
Inexpensive
DT
Fast
Medium
Expensive
SVM
Low
Medium
Expensive
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